
Principles to understand
Thermal expansion and counter-enameling
Firing Stages: sugar, orange peel, glossy
Time temperature relationship
Transparents: Copper reflectivity/clearing your transparent and chemical reactions

Technique to learn
Sift enamel onto flat/slightly domed surface (no adhesive)Sift enamel onto flat/slightly domed surface (no adhesive)
Sift enamel onto curved surface using adhesive
Support enamel for firing
Firing with Kiln
Firing with Torch

Design Exercises
Designing with opaque color
  a. single color opaque enamel
 b. multiple colors opaque enamel
 c. Sgrafitto through opaque to bare copper
 d. Single color opaque layer, single color top layer sgrafitto
 e. multi color background, single color top layer
 f. single color background, multi color top layer
 g. Stencil: one color over one color
  h. Stencil: one color of multi color
 i. Stencil: multi color over one layer

 Designing with Transparent color: Clearing your enamel
 a. Transparent color direct on copper
 b. Transparent color over flux (variety of fluxes)
 c. Transparent color/flux over textured copper
 d. one color over one color
  e. creating gradation on one layer with multi colors
 f. Sgrafitto with transparents (darker over lighter colors)
 g. Stencils with transparents (darker over lighter colors

Foils: Silver and Gold Foil
 a. Cutting foil: plain, paper sandwich, punches/stamps/scrapbooking scissors
 b. Applying foil pieces: smoothing air bubbles
 c. overlapping foil pieces
  d. firing foil layers
 e. chemical reactions with silver foil: reds, oranges, pinks, opal white
 g. cover coats: wet enamel or dry enamel
 h. Gold Leaf: application and firing

 

 

Fold Forming and Enameling



Some Combination Ideas

Enamel Design Elements

Hue: What color/ Where on the color wheel?
Color Combinations, schemes
monochromatic: similar
complementary: contrasting

 Value: How dark or light is the enamel color? 
Opacity: Transparent or Opaque Enamel?
all opaque
all transparent
transparent over opaque
opaque over transparent 

Pattern & Texture
over entire area
partial cover
one pattern or multiple patterns
layered patterns



Sgrafittoo Imagery Ideas





Zentangle image development


